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Gaussian mixture model-based lustering is now a standard tool to determine
an hypotheti al underlying stru ture into ontinuous data. However many usual parsimonious
models, despite their appealing geometri al interpretation, suer from major drawba ks as s ale
dependen e or unsustainability of the onstraints by proje tion. In this work we present a new
family of parsimonious Gaussian models based on a varian e- orrelation de omposition of the
ovarian e matri es. These new models are stable by proje tion into the anoni al planes and, so,
faithfully representable in low dimension. They are also stable by modi ation of the measurement
units of the data and su h a modi ation does not hange the model sele tion based on likelihood
riteria. We highlight all these stability properties by a spe i geometri al representation of ea h
model. A detailed GEM algorithm is also provided for every model inferen e. Then, on biologi al
and geologi al data, we ompare our stable models to standard geometri al ones.
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Classi ation par modèles gaussiens par imonieux,
invariants aux unités et stables par proje tions
Résumé : La lassi ation à base de modèles de mélanges gaussiens est maintenant un outil
standard pour déterminer une hypothétique stru ture a hée dans un jeu de données ontinues.
Pourtant de nombreux modèles par imonieux usuels, malgré leur interprétation géométrique onviviale, sourent de défauts majeurs omme la dépendan e aux unités de mesure ou en ore la
violation des ontraintes par proje tion. Dans e travail, nous présentons une nouvelle famille
de modèles gaussiens par imonieux reposant sur une dé omposition varian e- orrélation des matri es de ovarian e. Ces nouveaux modèles sont stables par proje tion sur les plans anoniques
et, par onséquent, dèlement représentables en faible dimension. Ils sont aussi indépendants
des unités de mesure des données, e qui signie que e hoix parfois arbitraire n'a au une onséquen e sur la séle tion de modèle reposant sur des ritères à base de vraisemblan e. Nous
mettons en éviden e toutes es propriétés de stabilité par une représentation géométrique spéique à ha un des modèles. Un algorithme GEM est aussi donné en détail pour estimer leurs
paramètres. Nous omparons enn nos modèles stables et les modèles géométriques standards
sur des données réelles issues de la biologie et de la géologie.
Mots- lés :
algorithme EM, orrélation, é art-type, indépendan e aux unités, délité de
proje tion, maximum de vraisemblan e
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1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays Gaussian mixture models are ommonly used for lassifying ontinuous data. They
allow both (i) to unambiguously determine the stru ture of a dataset by dening rigorously the
on ept of homogeneous subgroups and (ii) to provide a meaningful interpretation of the inferred
partition. In order to redu e gradually the variability of the general heteros edasti model, Celeux
and Govaert (1995), inspired by Baneld and Raftery (1993), dene some geometri al parsimonious Gaussian mixtures based on a spe tral de omposition of the ovarian e matri es. These
models have had a seminal inuen e in re ent years (see Bierna ki 1997; Bierna ki, Celeux, Govaert, and Langrognet 2006; Bouveyron 2006; Baudry 2009; Greselin, Ingrassia, and Punzo 2011)
and nowadays they are very widespread. They enable Bouveyron, Girard, and S hmid (2007)
for example, to dete t lasses into the hemi al omposition of Mars soil. They are employed
by Mi hel (2008) to lassify produ tion urves and to determine the nature of oil elds. They
are used also by Maugis et al. (2009) for sele ting variables intended to larify the gene fun tions.
However some of these geometri al models suer from multiple drawba ks. Proje ting a
model onto a anoni al subspa e for example, may break the model stru ture. Then some of the
geometri models annot be represented faithfully in low dimension. In addition the geometri
models are not stable by hanging the measurement units: su h a modi ation may infringe
again the model stru ture. Another onsequen e is that the model sele ted within the geometri
family thanks to a lassi al likelihood riterion like AIC (Akaike 1974) or BIC (S hwarz 1978)
depends on the measurement units. Thus the retained model does not really ree t some intrinsi
property of the data.
We display in this work a new family of parsimonious Gaussian mixtures based on a varian eorrelation de omposition of the ovarian e matri es. The parsimony of our models refers to
parameters of statisti al interpretation (standard deviation, orrelation, oe ient of variation)
instead of a geometri interpretation (volume, orientation, shape). They own multiple stability properties whi h make them mathemati ally onsistent and fa ilitate their interpretation.
Firstly, the hara teristi onstraints of ea h model still remain in every anoni al plane. This
ensures that ea h parsimonious mixture an be represented faithfully in dimension 2. Se ondly,
hanging the measurement units does not alter the onstraints inherent to the models. In addition the hoi e of some parti ular units does not even have any ee t on the model sele tion
based on many lassi al riteria. Espe ially raw data and redu ed data lead to sele t the same
model.
We remind in Subse tion 2.1 the general framework of the Gaussian mixture model-based lustering method and then, in Subse tion 2.2, what are the standard geometri models of Celeux
and Govaert (1995). Then we dene our new Gaussian mixtures based on a statisti al interpretation of the lasses (Se tion 3); a geometri al representation of them is proposed at the same
time. Se tion 4 highlights the stability properties of our new model family whi h are la king
in the geometri family of Celeux and Govaert (1995). We show in Subse tion 4.1 that any
mixture of this family an be faithfully represented in any anoni al plane. Then we establish in
Subse tion 4.2 that our models are stable by hanging the measurement units and that su h a
modi ation has no ee t on the model sele tion when the latter is based on lassi al likelihood
riteria like AIC (Akaike 1974), BIC (S hwarz 1978) or ICL (Bierna ki, Celeux, and Govaert
2000). Within this model family, the Maximum Likelihood parameter estimation relies on a GEM
algorithm whi h is detailed in Se tion 5. In Se tion 6 we ompare on real data our models with
the standard geometri al ones. First, on a very famous dataset on erning eruptions of the Old
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Faithful geyser, we illustrate (Subse tion 6.1) the s ale invarian e (resp. the s ale dependen e) of
the model sele tion within the new family (resp. within the geometri family). In this geologi al
ontext we will see that the new models both (i) improve the t of the geometri al models and
(ii) lead to a more onvin ing interpretation of the properties of the onditional data. Then in
Subse tion 6.2 the new models are used in order to lassify a sample of seabirds des ribed by
morphologi al features. The new family enables to retrieve the bird subspe ies better than the
geometri al family does; moreover the sele ted new model allows to interpret the bird subspe ies
as arising sto hasti ally from some ommon referen e population. At last we evoque in Se tion 7
some results from additional experiments and we onsider several perspe tives of our new Gaussian mixtures.

2 GEOMETRICAL PARSIMONIOUS MODELS
2.1

General model-based

lustering prin iple

Unsupervised lassi ation aims to (i) de ide if the data within some sample x = {xi ; i =
1, . . . , n} ⊂ Rd are homogeneous and otherwise (ii) to dete t some underlying partition into x.
So a matrix z = (z1 , . . . , zn )′ has to be determined where the ith row zi = (zi1 , . . . , ziK ) indi ates
whether xi belongs to the lass k (zik = 1) or not (zik = 0). K ∈ N∗ represents the (unknown)
luster number.
Gaussian model-based lustering assumes that the ouples (xi , zi ) are realizations of independent random ve tors identi ally distributed to (X, Z). The k th omponent Z k of Z ∈ {0, 1}K
P
equals 1 (and the other ones 0) with probability πk (0 < πk < 1 and K
k=1 πk = 1) and the
k
onditional ve tor (X|Z = 1) is normal, non-degenerate, with enter µk ∈ Rd and with ovarian e matrix Σk ∈ Rd×d . So the observed data xi are assumed to be distributed a ording to the
Gaussian mixture:
K
X
f (•; ψ) =
πk Φd (•; µk , Σk ),
(1)
k=1

Φd (•; µk , Σk ) denoting the normal density of enter µk and ovarian e matrix Σk , and ψ =
{(πk , µk , Σk ); k = 1, . . . , K} denoting the parameter of the model. In addition the missing data
zi are assumed to be distributed a ording to the K -dimensional multinomial distribution of
order 1 and parameter (π1 , . . . , πK ).

Noting ψ̂ the Maximum Likelihood estimate of ψ , then data are lassied by Maximum A
Posteriori (MAP): ẑik = 1 ⇔ ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , K}, tki ≥ tji , where tki is the onditional probability
tki = π̂k Φd (xi ; µ̂k , Σ̂k )/f (xi ; ψ̂).

(2)

So lustering based on Gaussian mixtures onsists of two steps: (i) the inferen e of a model
from the observed data xi and then (ii) the assessment of lasses by estimating the missing data
zi .
The step (i) is an opportunity to make ompete several parsimonious hypotheses that is to
onsider diverse restri tions of the parameter spa e Ψ. This step enables also to propose several
values of the mixture order K . The BIC riterion (S hwarz 1978) enables to hoose both a
parsimonious mixture model and a luster number K . This riterion is dened by:
BIC = (η/2) log n − ℓ(ψ̂; x),

(3)
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where η denotes the dimension of ψ parameter and ℓ(ψ̂; x) its maximized log-likelihood omputed
on x. As BIC leads sometimesP
to strongly
overlapping groups whi h are di ult to interpret,
P
k
k
ẑ
one may prefer ICL = BIC − ni=1 K
k=1 i log ti (see Bierna ki, Celeux, and Govaert 2000).
Indeed this other likelihood-based riterion favours well separated groups and more interpretable
stru tures.
2.2

Spe tral de omposition

As the Gaussian omponents are non-degenerate, ea h ovarian e matrix Σk is symmetri , denite, positive. Then Σk an be de omposed as:
Σk = λk Sk Λk S′k ,

(4)

where: (i) λk = |Σk |1/d (volume of the lass k ), (ii) Sk is an orthogonal matrix the olumns of
whi h are Σk eigenve tors (orientation of the lass k ) and (iii) Λk is a diagonal denite positive matrix with determinant 1 and with diagonal oe ients in de reasing order (shape of the
lass k ).
A Gaussian mixture of Celeux and Govaert (1995) is a ombination of parsimonious hypotheses on λk , Sk and Λk parameters. For example the so-denoted [λSk ΛS′k ] geometri model
(illustrated by Figure 1 in ase K = 2) assumes that the Gaussian omponents have identi al
shapes, same volumes and free orientations (this model is alled homometros edasti in Greselin
et al. 2011). But the onstraints of this model do not remain in the anoni al subspa es, as
shown by Figure 1.

Figure 1: A major drawba k of the geometri al models: unsustainability of the stru ture by

proje tion into the anoni al planes.
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For another example, [λk SΛk S′ ] assumes that the orientations of the lasses are homogeneous
whereas the volumes and the shapes are free (this model is alled homotropos edasti in Greselin
et al. 2011). Figure 2a represents in an orthonormal basis two Gaussian omponents inferred
under these assumptions on the famous Old Faithful data (des ribed in Subse tion 6.1). But
Figure 2b shows that a non-isotropi axis res aling infringes the hypothesis of homogeneously
orientated lasses. This illustrates a se ond drawba k of the geometri al models: they are not
s ale invariant.
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(a) Gaussian lasses with same orientation in an orthonormal basis.
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(b) A modi ation of x-axis s ale infringes the assumption of
homogeneous orientations.

Figure 2: Another drawba k of the geometri al models: unsustainability of the stru ture by nonisotropi axis res aling.

3 NEW PARSIMONIOUS MODELS
3.1

Varian e- orrelation de omposition

As they are symmetri , denite, positive, the ovarian e matri es an be also de omposed as:
Σk = Tk Rk Tk

(5)

standard deviations and Rk the
where Tk is the orresponding diagonal matrix of onditional p
asso iated matrix of onditional orrelations. So Tk (i, j) = Σk (i, j) if i = j and 0 other−1
−1
wise, and Rk = (Tk ) Σk (Tk ) . Contrarily to many other de ompositions as Cholesky's, (5)
is anoni al sin e both Tk and Rk matri es are unique.
The de omposition (5) allows to onsider several models by ombining meaningful onstraints
on Tk and Rk parameters but on µk enters as well:
 Tk (k = 1, . . . , K ) matri es are diagonal denite positive. We onsider three possible
states of standard deviations: free (no additional onstraint on Tk matri es), isotropi ally
transformed (∀ (k, k ′ ) : Tk′ = ak,k′ Tk ; ak,k′ ∈ R∗+ ) or homogeneous (Tk = T).
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 Rk (k = 1, . . . , K ) matri es are symmetri denite positive and their diagonal oe ients
equal 1. We onsider two possible states of the orrelations: free (no additional onstraint
on Rk matri es) or homogeneous (Rk = R).
 Ve tors Vk = T−1
k µk (k = 1, . . . , K )the omponents of whi h are onditional rst-orderstandardized-momentsare free or equal (Vk = V). When µk omponents are non-zero,
the inverses of Vk omponents are onditional oe ients of variation. So Vk = V means
also that the onditional oe ients of variation are supposed to be homogeneous.

The so- alled RTV family onsists of eleven Gaussian mixture models obtained by ombining
the previous onstraints on the onditional orrelations, standard deviations and rst-orderstandardized-moments. The family does not in lude the model assuming all parameters Tk , Rk
and Vk as homogeneous be ause this ombination amounts to merge all the omponents of the
mixture.
Let us note two meaningful dieren es between Tk and Rk parameters. Firstly a onstraint
on Tk matri es postulates a model intrinsi to ea h variable whereas a onstraint on Rk matri es involves a model on ouples of variables. Se ondly (Vk , Rk ) is a Gaussian parameter
obtained by normalizing (µk , Σk ) thanks to Tk . Indeed the normal ve tor of redu ed variables
(Tk )−1 (X|Z k = 1) has enter Vk and ovarian e matrix Rk .
The most general RTV model assumes Rk , Tk and Vk parameters to be free. It is noted
[Rk , Tk , Vk ] and it orresponds to a standard heteros edasti Gaussian mixture.
In the homos edasti ase Σk (k = 1, . . . , K ) matri es are equal and so are Tk and Rk matri es sin e the de omposition (5) is unique. Then the homos edasti model is denoted [R, T, Vk ].
Table 1, where [•, ak T, •] denotes a model of isotropi ally transformed standard deviations,
indi ates the parameter dimension of ea h model within the RTV family.
model
[Rk , Tk , Vk ] (general)
[Rk , Tk , V]
[Rk , ak T, Vk ]
[Rk , ak T, V]
[Rk , T, Vk ]
[Rk , T, V]
[R, Tk , Vk ]
[R, Tk , V]
[R, ak T, Vk ]
[R, ak T, V]
[R, T, Vk ] (homos edasti )

dimension.
Kd + Kd(d + 1)/2
d + Kd(d + 1)/2
Kd + d + (K − 1) + Kd(d − 1)/2
2d + (K − 1) + Kd(d − 1)/2
Kd + d + Kd(d − 1)/2
2d + Kd(d − 1)/2
2Kd + d(d − 1)/2
Kd + d(d + 1)/2
Kd + (K − 1) + d(d + 1)/2
(K − 1) + d(d + 3)/2
Kd + d(d + 1)/2

Table 1: Dimension of the Gaussian parameter of the RTV models.
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3.2

Graphi al representations

In this se tion we propose a spe i representation of Gaussian mixtures, whi h enables to highlight the homogeneity (or the heterogeneity) of the statisti al parameters involved by the RTV
models.
We refer now to Figure 3. The Gaussian parameter (µ, Σ) of some normal random ve tor Y
in R2 , an be represented by: Γ(ρ, µ, Σ) = {x ∈ R2 ; (x − µ)′ Σ−1 (x − µ) = ρ}. The latter is
an ellipsis the points of whi h are at a distan e ρ from µ, a ording to the Mahalanobis metri
Σ−1 . The smallest re tangle ontaining Γ, plotted in dashed line, indi ates the dispersion of Y

150
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µ

130

Γ(ρ,µ,Σ)
V=T−1µ

125

R
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335

340

345

350

355

360
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Figure 3: Representation of the rst-order-standardized-moments (arrow), of the standard deviations (dashed re tangle) and of the orrelation (solid segment), for a random ve tor in R2 .

variables, and allows (possibly) to ompare the dispersion of the orresponding variables of several Gaussian random ve tors. The orrelation of Y variables is represented by a solid segment
entered in µ. The angle between the latter and the horizontal is proportional to the orrelation
of the variables, and the oe ient of proportionality is π/2. Thus, Y variables are even more
lose to independen e (resp. even more orrelated) as the solid segment is lose to horizontal
(resp. to verti al). The solid arrow with origin µ represents Y rst-order-standardized-moments
that is V = T −1 µ where 
T is the diagonal matrix
 of Y standard deviations. The drawn ve tor
qP
2
2
ρ
is a oe ient of graphi al normalization by
is V /γ where γ = kV k2
i=1 T (i, i) /2
whi h the dimensions of the solid arrow and the dashed re tangle are lose.

Then Figures 4a to 4k display the eleven models of the RTV family (for d = 2 and K = 2).
The dashed re tangles enable to ompare the onditional standard deviations, the solid segments, the orrelation of the variables and the arrows, the rst-order-standardized-moments.
al normalization oe ient is now
The ve tors representing
the latter are Vk /γ where the graphi

  qP
P
K
K P2
2
ρ
γ=
k=1 kVk k2 /K
k=1
i=1 Tk (i, i) /(2K) .
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Figure 4: Eleven Gaussian mixtures based on the parsimony of statisti al parameters.

4 PROPERTIES OF THE NEW MODELS
The proofs of the four following properties are reported in Appendix.
4.1

Faithful representations in low dimension

Property 1 shows that the onstraints hara terizing any RTV model remain in every anoni al
plane. This property ensures that the illustrations of Figure 4, are appropriate to represent the
RTV models in any anoni al plane whatever is d ≥ 2. Re ipro ally Property 2 establishes that
a Gaussian mixture belongs to the RTV family if the same ombination of RTV onstraints holds
in every anoni al plane.
Property 1 (Stability of ea h RTV model by proje tion into any anoni al plane). X is a
random ve tor in Rd (d ≥ 2) distributed a ording to a RTV model and X̃ is a random ve tor in
R2 , its omponents being two distin t variables of X. Then X̃ is distributed as a 2-dimensional
RTV model with identi al onstraints as X in Rd .

Figure 5 illustrates the latter property about the model [R, Tk , Vk ]. The ellipso ds in R3
represent two Gaussian random ve tors with homogeneous orrelations, free standard deviations
and free rst-order-standardized-moments. This RTV onstraint ombination produ es identi al
slopes for ea h ouple of solid segments within ea h anoni al plane.
Property 2 (Chara terization of the RTV models by the dimension 2). X is a random ve tor
in Rd (d ≥ 2) whi h proje tions into the anoni al planes are submitted to a same ombination
of RTV onstraints. Then X is distributed in Rd as a RTV model submitted to the same RTV
onstraints as the proje tions in R2 .

Then Figure 5 is typi al of the model [R, Tk , Vk ]: a ouple of solid segments within one
anoni al plane at less, would have distin t slopes if the two Gaussian random ve tors in R3 were
not homogeneously orrelated.
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Figure 5: Sustainability of the RTV stru ture by proje tion into the anoni al planes: illustration
on the model [R, Tk , Vk ].

4.2

S ale invarian e

In this se tion we show rst that the onstraints hara terizing ea h RTV model still remain
when the measurement units are hanged (Property 3). Se ondly we establish that hanging the
units has not even any ee t on the model sele tion when the latter is based on lassi al riteria
like AIC (Akaike 1974), BIC (S hwarz 1978) or ICL (Bierna ki, Celeux, and Govaert 2000)
(Property 4).
Property 3 (Stability of ea h RTV model by a linear transformation). X is a random ve tor
in Rd , distributed a ording to some RTV model. D ∈ Rd×d is a diagonal matrix, denite and
positive. Then DX is distributed a ording to the same RTV model as X.

The illustrations provided by Figure 4 (dened in Subse tion 3.2) are onsistent with Property 3. In parti ular they allow to represent any RTV model whatever are (i) the axis s ales and
(ii) the graphi al measurement units of the data. Figure 6a represents a model of homogeneous
orrelations (and free other parameters) inferred on the Old Faithful data when Waiting and
Duration are measured respe tively in hour and minute (see data des ription in Subse tion 6.1).
Figure 6b shows thatunlike the orientations (see Figure 2)the orrelations still appear as homogeneous when an axis is res aled (the solid segments still have the same slope in Figure 6b).
In addition the orrelations appear as homogeneous even if the Waiting variable is represented
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in quarter of hour instead of hour (see Figure 6 ).
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Figure 6: Sustainability of the RTV stru ture for any axis s ale ratio and for any graphi al
measurement units of the data.
Property 4 (Invarian e of the model sele tion to the unit modi ation). The hoi e of some
RTV model thanks to AIC , BIC or ICL, does not depend on the measurement units of the data.

Then, as an immediate onsequen e, a model sele ted in the RTV family and the asso iated
partition are insensible to the redu tion of the variables.

5 PARAMETER ESTIMATION
5.1

Overview

The algorithm whi h enables to estimate ψ by maximizing its likelihood depends on the onsidered model. An EM algorithm (Dempster, Laird, and Rubin 1977) an be implemented in the
standard homos edasti and heteros edasti ases (see M La hlan and Peel 2000). For the nine
remaining RTV models, a Generalized EM algorithm (Dempster et al. 1977) is required. The
latter in reases iteratively ψ likelihood by alternating the two following steps:
 E-step. Compute the onditional probabilities tki related to the urrent value of ψ , a ording to (2).
 GM-step. In reaseinstead of maximize in an EM algorithmthe expe ted log-likelihood of
ψ parameter:
n X
K
X
(6)
tki {log πk + log Φd (xi ; Tk Vk , Tk Rk Tk )}.
i=1 k=1

Remind that Vk = T−1
k µk . As (6) is additively separable with respe t to π = (π1 , . . . , πk ) on
one hand and to ν = (V1 , . . . , VK ), τ = (T1 , . . . , TK ) and ρ = (R1 , . . . , RK ) on the other hand,
the GM step is de omposed itself into:
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 Step GM-1. Estimation of the mixing-proportions when P
they are supposed to be free,
a ording to the lassi al formula: π̂k = n̂k /n where n̂k = ni=1 tki .
 Step GM-2. In rease of (6) with respe t alternately to the omponents ν , τ and ρ of ψ .

The se ond step (GM-2) amounts to de rease the riterion:
K X
n
X

−1
′ −1
tki {2 log |Tk | + log |Rk | + (T−1
k xi − Vk ) Rk (Tk xi − Vk )}.

(7)

k=1 i=1

The following subse tion details the three iterations onstituting the GM-2 step.
5.2

Detail of the GM-2 step

Pn
ν x̄k = (1/n̂k ) i=1 tki xi is the expe ted empiri al mean in lass k . Considering τ and ρ as xed omponents of ψ parameter, (7) rea hes its minimum for Vk = T−1
k x̄k when
the onditional rst-order-standardized-moments are supposed to be free, and for

Estimation of

V=

K
X

n̂k R−1
k

k=1

!−1

K
X

−1
n̂k R−1
k Tk x̄k

k=1

!

(8)

when the rst-order-standardized-moments are supposed to be homogeneous.
τ When the omponents ν and ρ are xed, three ases must be onsidered
depending on the onstraint set on the standard deviations (free, isotropi ally transformed or
homogeneous).

Estimation of

 When Tk matri es are homogeneous (Tk = T), minimizing (7) amounts to determine the
minimum x0 of:

−2 log |diag x| − 2Lx + x′ Qx

(9)

d

where x ∈ (R+
∗ ) , diag x denotes the diagonal matrix onstituted of x omponents,
Q = (1/n)

K X
n
X

tki (diag xi )R−1
k (diag xi )

(10)

k=1 i=1

and
L=

K
X

(n̂k /n)Vk′ R−1
k (diag x̄k ).

(11)

k=1

As Q is symmetri , denite, positive, (9) is onvex with respe t to x and one an get
lose to x0 thanks to any onvex optimization algorithm. Then the resear hed matrix is
T = (diag x0 )−1 .
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 When Tk matri es are mutually and isotropi ally transformed then for ea h k : Tk = a1,k T1
(a1,k > 0). We note ak = a1,k (k = 1, . . . , K ). Sin e the minimum of (7) with respe t to τ
is not expli it, one de reases (7) by alternated minimizations with respe t to ak oe ients
and to T1 matrix. For xed ak (k = 1, . . . , K ), (7) is onvex with respe t to T−1
1 ; then one
determines the T1 value orresponding to the minimum of (7). For some xed T1 matrix,
(7) is minimal when (k = 2, . . . , K and 1d = (1, . . . , 1)′ ∈ Rd ):

ak =

−Lk (T−1
1 1d ) +

q

2


′
−1
−1
Lk (T−1
+ 4d (T−1
1 1d )
1 1d ) Rk (T1 1d )
2d

·

(12)

 When Tk matri es are free, the minimum of (7) with respe t to τ is obtained by determining
sequentially (and independently) the k minima of (9) orresponding to the parameters:

Qk = (1/n̂k )

n
X

tki (diag xi )R−1
k (diag xi )

(13)

i=1

and

Lk = Vk′ R−1
k (diag x̄k ).

(14)

One an get lose to ea h minimum xk thanks to any onvex optimization algorithm sin e
Qk matrix is symmetri , denite and positive. Then the resear hed matri es Tk are given
by: Tk = (diag xk )−1 .
ρ When the omponents ν and τ of ψ are xed, the riterion (7) to minimize

Estimation of

be omes

K
X

k=1

where Wk = (1/n̂k )

n
X



n̂k log |Rk | + tr Wk R−1
k

(15)

−1
′
tki (T−1
k xi − Vk )(Tk xi − Vk ) , if the onditional orrelations are sup-

i=1

posed to be free, and

where W =

K
X

log |R| + tr WR−1



(16)

(n̂k /n)Wk , if the onditional orrelations are supposed homogeneous. (16) an

k=1

be de reased alternately with respe t to ea h orrelation of R. Indeed, xing all the orrelations
of R ex ept one of them, (16) has limit +∞ at −1, +∞ at 1, and two lo al minima at most
between −1 and 1 (see Lourme 2011, pp. 8386). In ase of free onditional orrelations, lessening (16) amounts to de rease independently the terms log |Rk | + tr Wk R−1
(k = 1, . . . , K )
k
whith respe t to the oe ients of Rk matri es.

6 EXPERIMENTS ON REAL DATA
6.1

Clustering of Old Faithful eruptions

We onsider n = 272 eruptions of the famous Old Faithful geyser, des ribed by two variables
(d = 2): Duration (of an eruption) and Waiting (to the next eruption) both measured in minutes. This sample from Venables and Ripley 2002 has been subje t of many lustering studies
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(see Atkinson and Riani 2007 for an example) and the most widespread stru ture of Old Faithful
eruptions in the literature onsists of two lusters (often interpreted as short and long eruptions).
On the other hand we have observed that in whatever family (RTV or geometri al) a model is
sele ted, ICL infers two lasses of eruptions whereas BIC leads to three lusters. Then we set
K = 2 in the following and we base the model sele tion on ICL.
Ea h model of both families has been inferred on the previous geyser data and Table 2a
displays the four best models of ea h family (a ording to ICL).

family

rank

RTV

ICL

model

ICL
414.57

2272.4

1161.4

2275.0

(πk )[λk Sk Λk Sk′ ]

415.55

1161.7

(πk )[λk SΛk S ′ ]

2275.1

(πk )[λk SΛS ′ ]

415.89

(πk )[λk Sk ΛSk′ ]

1162.9

(πk )[λk SΛS ′ ]

2275.4

(πk )[λSk ΛSk′ ]

417.02

1

(πk )[R, Tk , Vk ]

1158.8

(πk )[R, Tk , Vk ]

2272.5

(πk )[R, Tk , Vk ]

412.99

2

(πk )[Rk , Tk , Vk ]

1161.4

(πk )[Rk , Tk , Vk ]

2275.0

(πk )[Rk , Tk , Vk ]

415.55

3

(πk )[R, ak T , Vk ]

1161.7

(πk )[R, ak T , Vk ]

2275.4

(πk )[R, ak T , Vk ]

415.89

4

(πk )[R, T , Vk ]

1163.4

(πk )[R, T , Vk ]

2277.0

(πk )[R, T , Vk ]

417.55

2

(πk )[λk Sk Λk Sk′ ]

3

(πk )[λk SΛS ′ ]

4

1160.3

(a) min×min (original units)

(πk )[λk SΛk

S′]

ICL

(πk )[λk Sk Λk Sk′ ]

(πk )[λk SΛk

S′ ]

model

(πk )[λk Sk ΛSk′ ]

1

geometri al

model

(b) se ×min

( ) redu ed×redu ed

Table 2: The four best models within ea h family (RTV and geometri al), inferred on the Old
Faithful data (K = 2) when Duration × Waiting measurement units vary.
The best RTV model (πk )[R, Tk , Vk ] (ICL = 1158.8) surpasses the best geometri al one
(πk )[λk SΛk S ′ ] (ICL = 1160.3)πk in parentheses indi ates free mixing proportions for both
modelsand provides also a more onvin ing interpretation of the onditional data properties.
Indeed it assumes that Duration and Waiting are identi ally orrelated among short and long
eruptions; a ording to the best geometri al model, the eruption lasses share an identi al orientation whi h does not have so mu h sense for a geologist.
Now let us onsider the ee t of transforming the Duration (and this variable only) from
minutes into se onds, on the ICL-asso iated rank of the models within their respe tive family.
Table 2b onrms that the rank of ea h RTV model is not altered by modifying the measurement
units whereas the ranks of some geometri al models are hanged. The rank invarian e of the
RTV models rests on that all their ICL values dier by 272 log 60 from Table 2a to Table 2b.
This ould be expe ted from (23) sin e 272 is the sample size and 60 is the oe ient that
transforms minutes into se onds.
The ICL-rank of the RTV models keeps un hanged even by redu ing both variables Duration
and Waiting as shown by Table 2 . So, redu ing both variables does not ae t the model sele ted
in the RTV family whereas it modies the model hosen in the geometri al one (see Tables 2a
and 2 ). Let us noti e that for ea h RTV model, the ICL values in Tables 2a and 2 dier by
272 log(a.b) where a ≈ 13.595 and b ≈ 1.141 are the respe tive standard deviations of Duration
and Waiting. (This observation was predi table from (23).)
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Clustering of seabirds

We onsider n = 336 Cory's Shearwaters (whi h are seabirds from the spe ies Calone tris
diomedea), des ribed by ve morphologi al variables (d = 5): Culmen depth, Bill length, et .

60

60

58

58

56

56

54

54

Bill length

Bill length

(see Figure 7a). These birds studied by Thibault, Bretagnolle, and Rabouam (1997), are divided
into three subspe ies: borealis, diomedea and edwardsii (see Figure 7b).

52
50
48

52
50
48

46

46

44

44

42

42

40

borealis
diomedea
edwarsii

40

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

10

Culmen depth

(a) The data (a sample of Cory's Shearwaters).

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Culmen depth

(b)

The resear hed partition (the bird subspe ies).

Figure 7: Cory's Shearwaters from three subspe ies.
For ea h value of K from 1 to 5 all the models of both families (RTV and geometri ) are
inferred on the Shearwaters data keeping the original morphometri measurement units provided
by the ornithologists. Table 3 displays the best BIC value obtained within ea h family. Here the
K

1

2

3

4

5

RTV models

4472.0

4356.6

4335.2

4347.8

4370.1

geometri models

4472.0

4362.5

4344.2

4341.7

4355.8

Table 3: Best BIC values obtained by the models of both families (RTV and geometri ) on
Shearwaters data, for a variable luster number (K ).
RTV family enables learly to retrieve three bird lusters ontrarily to the geometri al models
whi h nd four groups of Shearwaters.
The overall best model (BIC = 4335.2), obtained in the RTV family for K = 3 groups, is
(πk )[R, Tk , V]. Table 4 shows that the asso iated partition is very lose to the seabird subspe ies
sin e the error rate obtained by omparing both partitions is 2.68%. For the same luster number,
the best geometri model provides a worth BIC value (4344.2) and a worth error rate also
(2.98%).
So the model (πk )[R, Tk , V] is not only better than every geometri al model a ording to
BIC but this model enables also to distinguish borealis from diomedea or edwardsii better than
the best geometri al model would do.
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family

best model

BIC

error rate

RTV

(πk )[R, Tk , V]

4335.2

2.68%

geometri

(πk )[λk SΛS ′ ]

4344.2

2.98%

Table 4: Error rate (obtained by omparing the estimated partition to the bird subspe ies) and
BIC value of the best model whithin ea h family for K = 3 groups.

A ording to this model the orrelations and the oe ients of variation of the ve biologi al
variables (Bill length, Culmen depth, Tarsus, Wing and Tail) are homogeneous through the
subspe ies, whereas the onditional standard deviations dier. These hara teristi features of
the sele ted model are highlighted by Figure 8: whatever is the anoni al plane in whi h the
data and the inferred model are proje ted, the arrows are the same and the solid segments have
equal slopes.
But the retained model (πk )[R, Tk , V] is not only better than the best geometri al model
for BIC and for the asso iated error rate. This model allows also a dynami al interpretation of
the onditional distributions: every shearwater subspe ies derives sto hasti ally from a ommon
referen e population modelized by a Gaussian ve tor X0 the enter of whi h is V (the ve tor
omposed of the homogenous rst-order-standardized-moments) and the ovarian e matrix of
whi h is R (the matrix omposed of the homogeneous orrelations of the variables). Indeed
noting (X|Zk = 1) (k = 1, 2, 3) the Gaussian ve tors modelizing respe tively borealis, diomedea
D
and edwardsii populations then for all k : (X|Zk = 1) = Tk X0 , where Tk denotes the standard
D

deviation matrix within the subspe ies k (• = • indi ates the equality of two random ve tors in
distribution).
Figure 9 represents both the sele ted model (πk )[R, Tk , V], the estimated subspe ies and the
referen e population from whi h borealis, diomedea and edwardsii arise sto hasti ally a ording
to the model. The hypothesis of some ommon origin for the three subspe ies of Shearwaters
rests on a mathemati al interpretation of the retained model (πk )[R, Tk , V]. There would be a
great interest to know whether this assumption makes sense for ornithologists.

7 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Using parsimonious mixtures to modelize heterogeneous data aims to nd a ompromise between the bias of the estimated model and its variability to the sampling u tuations. But the
hoi e of the parameters to whi h one applies the parsimony, annot be redu ed to this te hni al
goal. The onstraints set on the parameter must allow the parsimonious models to be both
represented and interpreted.
So we have dened new multidimensional Gaussian mixtures the parsimony of whi h is about
parameters of statisti al interpretation: the standard deviation and the oe ient of variation
of the variables, the orrelation of the ouples of variables.
These models, alled RTV, own multiple properties whi h are determinant in their attra tivity. The hara teristi onstraints of ea h RTV mixture (i) still remain in every anoni al
subspa e and (ii) still remain by hanging the measurement units. In addition the hange of the
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borealis (estimated)
diomedea (estimated)
edwardsii (estimated)
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45
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55

60

110
110 120 130 140 150 160

Figure 8: The estimated partition of the Shearwaters and the sele ted model [R, Tk , V] in every

anoni al plane.

units has no ee t on the model sele tion based on some likelihood riteria like AIC , BIC or
ICL. Typi ally the model sele ted in the RTV family is not modied by redu ing the variables.
In supervised inferen e situations, the mis lassi ation error rate estimated by ross-validation
is often used in order to sele t a model (see Govaert 2009, pp. 189190). In these situations
also, the retained RTV model will not depend on the units of the data. In parti ular the rossvalidated error rate will lead to sele t the same RTV model on raw data or on redu ed data.
The parsimonious Gausian mixtures of Celeux and Govaert (1995) based on a geometri al
interpretation of the lasses, do not own none of the previous properties. We have displayed
two ases, one from geology and the other one from biology, where the geometri al models are
supplanted by our statisti al ones. In both examples, the RTV family provides a better model
t, a better lassier and a more relevant interpretation of the sele ted model.
Some of the RTV models allow for a dynami al interpretation of the inferred groups. Indeed
we showed that a model where both orrelations and oe ients of variation are homogeneous,
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Figure 9: Dynami al interpretation of the sele ted model (πk )[R, Tk , V]: the three subspe ies of

Shearwaters sto hasti ally arise from a referen e population.

enables to assume that the onditional populations arise sto hasti ally from a ommon referen e
population. The hypothesis of a ommon referen e population is authorized by the ve RTV
models assuming homogeneous orrelations (even if the referen e population is not identiable
when the oe ients of variation are not themselves homogeneous). The dynami al interpretation of the lusters is a novelty in lassi ation. Indeed traditional lustering methods, whether
based on mixtures or on a geometri riterion optimization, all onsider the lasses from a stati
viewpoint. A ording to us it is pertinent to try to dene in the future (as far as possible) new
models whi h enablelike our RTV modelssome dynami al interpretation of the lasses. Su h
models would establish an interpretable link between the onditional populations no more only
onsisting on a stati algebrai onstraint on the parameters.
Diverse experiments led with the RTV models (of whi h Se tions 6.1 and 6.2 are only two
examples) show a predominan e of the RTV models assuming homogeneous orrelations. The
su ess of su h models an be explained (in part) by the large number of onditional orrelations
in a multidimensional mixture, and by the ost of their estimate when they are supposed to be
free. For example in dimension d = 7 and for K = 3 omponents, the parameter size of an heteros edasti Gaussian mixture de reases by 40% when the onditional orrelations are supposed
to be homogeneous. However, the models assuming homogeneous orrelations are re urrently
better than the other RTV models in biology, but also better than the geometri al models. Then
we invite the biologists who use the RTV models to onsider from an expert viewpoint, the
possibility for biologi al variables to be uniformly orrelated in heterogeneous populations.
The statisti al parameters on erned by the parsimony of the RTV models ( orrelations,
standard deviations, oe ients of variation) are not spe i to the Gaussian mixtures. One
an extend the RTV models to any mixtures, the se ond-order- onditional-moments of whi h
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are nite. For example one will be able to envisage parsimonious multivariate Student mixtures
(M La hlan and Peel 2000) based on the de omposition (5) of the ovarian e matri es, as soon
as the onditional degrees of freedom are (stri tly) greater than 2.

APPENDIX: PROOFS OF PROPERTIES
Let us note µk , Rk , Tk the onditional parameters of X.
There exists a matrix P in {0, 1}2×d having exa tly one 1 per row, at most one 1 per olumn,
and su h that X̃ = PX.
Ea h onditional ve tor (X̃|Zk = 1) is Gaussian with enter: µ̃k = Pµk and ovarian e matrix:

Proof of Property 1.

Σ̃k = PTk Rk Tk P′ .

(17)

Σ̃k = (PTk P′ )(PRk P′ )(PTk P′ ).

(18)

But the latter an also be written:

The diagonal oe ients of R̃k = PRk P′ are equal to 1 and the other oe ients are between
−1 and 1; the matrix T̃k = PTk P′ is diagonal. Then T̃k is the standard deviation matrix of
(X̃|Zk = 1) and R̃k is its orrelation matrix.
Assuming that the onditional orrelations of X are homogeneous (Rk = R) involves that
those of X̃ are also homogeneous (R̃k = PRP′ ).
A onstraint set on the standard deviations of X involves an identi al onstraint on the standard deviations of X̃. If the onditional standard deviations of X are isotropi ally transformed:
Tk′ = ak,k′ Tk (ak,k′ ∈ R∗+ ) (resp. are equal: Tk = T), so are also those of X̃: T̃k′ = ak,k′ T̃k
(resp. T̃k = PTP′ ).
At last if the onditional rst-order-standardized-moments of X are homogeneous: T−1
k µk =
−1 ′
′ −1
µ̃
=
PV
(This
equality
results
from:
(PT
P
)
=
PT
V, so are also those of X̃: T̃−1
k
k
k
k P .).
This property rests on the following obvious argument. Two random
ve tors of Rd have homogeneous orrelations when their proje tions onto any anoni al plane have
themselves homogeneous orrelations. This argument an easily be extended to the onstraints
on standard deviations or on rst-order-standardized-moments.
Proof of Property 2.

Let us note µk , Rk , Tk the onditional parameters of X and µ̃k , R̃k ,
T̃k those of DX.
X and DX share the same onditional orrelations: R̃k = Rk (resp. the same onditional rst−1
µk ). Assuming that the onditional orrelations of
order-standardized-moments: T̃−1
k µ̃k = Tk
X are homogeneous (Rk = R) involves that those of DX are homogeneous also (R̃k = R). Similarly, assuming that X onditional rst-order-standardized-moments are equal (Tk −1 µk = V)
involves that those of DX are equal also (T̃−1
k µ̃k = V).
Proof of Property 3.

On the other hand, sin e T̃k = DTk , if the onditional standard deviations of X are isotropi ally transformed (Tk′ = ak,k′ Tk ) (resp. are equal (Tk = T)) through the lasses, then those
of DX are also isotropi ally transformed (resp. are also equal).
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x = {xi ; i = 1, . . . , n} is a sample in Rd and Dx = {Dxi ; i = 1, . . . , n},
is a diagonal matrix, denite and positive (the matrix of the measurement units

Proof of Property 4.

where D ∈ R
modi ation).

d×d

Let us onsider some RTV model the parameter of whi h is ψ .
Property 3 ensures that modifying the measurement units of the data amounts to reparameterize
the model at hand. Then:
ℓ(ψ̂; x) − ℓ(ψ̂; Dx) = n log |D|,
(19)
where ℓ(ψ̂; x) and ℓ(ψ̂; Dx) denote the maximized log-likelihood of ψ parameter, omputed
respe tively on the data x and Dx. The dieren e between both maximized log-likelihoods
depends on the sample size (n), on the volume of the measurement units transformation (|D|),
but not on the RTV model at hand.
So, for all model M in the RTV family:
BIC(M ; x) − BIC(M ; Dx) = n log |D|.

(20)

Changing the measurement units a ording to D does translate all BIC values of the RTV models from a ommon term n log |D|. But su h a modi ation does not hange the rank (a ording
to BIC ) of some model whithin the RTV family.
Equality (20) holds also for the riterion AIC (Akaike 1974) and the proof is similar to the
previous one written for BIC .
Noting ψ̂(x) the parameter of a model inferred (by Maximum Likelihood) on x data, then for
anyone of the RTV models, the estimators ψ̂(x) and ψ̂(Dx) are linked by the following relations:
µ̂k (Dx) = Dµ̂k (x) and Σ̂k (Dx) = DΣ̂k (x)D ; k = 1, . . . , K.

(21)

Then we dedu e that for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and all k ∈ {1, . . . , K}:
Φd (Dxi ; µ̂k (Dx), Σ̂k (Dx)) = |D|−1 Φd (xi ; µ̂k (x), Σ̂k (x)),

(22)

where Φd (•; µ, Σ) denotes the d-dimensional normal density with enter µ and ovarian e matrix
Σ. Then the parameters ψ̂(x) and ψ̂(Dx) lead to identi al onditional probabilities (2), on the
data x and Dx respe tively. So the entropy term by whi h ICL dier from BIC is the same for
ψ̂(x) and ψ̂(Dx). This is why (20) an be extended to the ICL riterion:
ICL(M ; x) − ICL(M ; Dx) = n log |D|.

(23)

So the hoi e of some model within the RTV family, based on whatever riterion BIC , AIC
or ICL, does not depend on the measurement units.
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